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Letter from the President 

Serving as the President of OMS over the past year has been a bright spot that has provided consistency in 
an otherwise unpredictable and surprising year. Although no one could have predicted just what 2020 
would entail, it is a testament to this organization’s resilience and its dedicated membership that we were 
able to move forward without missing a beat and ensure state voices were heard on some of the day’s 
most pressing issues.  

OMS is an organization that explicitly recognizes and respects the diverse perspectives of its members and 
continually works to identify, develop, and advance our many common interests. The foundation of OMS is 
its highly engaged board of directors and their staff. The respect, professionalism, and hard work by fellow 
board members and their staff in the face of unprecedented challenges is truly inspiring. Through the 
excellent work of all its members and OMS staff, the organization has worked decisively and collaboratively 
to bring benefits to our region.    

From an organizational standpoint, this year saw some big changes as well as further development. OMS’ 
much-loved office manager and longest tenured employee, Colleen Dougherty, moved on to pursue other 
endeavors. Colleen’s hard work and friendly attitude over the past 6 years was instrumental in setting the 
OMS up for continued success. Although we certainly miss Colleen, it has been great to watch Kelly 
Johnson step into the role of managing the office of this unique and complex organization, doing so with 
professionalism and ease. The organization has continued to mature and succeed under the excellent 
management of Executive Director Marcus Hawkins and Director of Regulatory Affairs Ben Sloan. 

It goes without saying that the success of OMS is fueled by commission staff. They provide the expertise 
and guidance needed to oversee solutions that often take multiple years to make their way through lengthy 
processes at MISO and FERC. A huge thanks to all staff who assisted in moving our strategic priorities 
forward in 2020 and kept their eyes and ears on MISO matters while also adjusting to a remote working 
environment.  

Our priorities of seams, long-range transmission planning, and distributed energy resources all made great 
strides throughout the year and I’m looking forward to continued work in these areas in the year to come. 
The OMS began its work on long-range transmission planning back in 2019, and this year saw that effort 
begin to materialize in MISO’s announcement of important new planning efforts. OMS leadership in this 
area will continue to be critical as we ensure that appropriate planning is conducted to enable the decisions 
our commissions and utilities make on behalf of our ratepayers.  



Our extensive work with other groups was another highlight of the year. First, OMS expanded its reach by 
working collaboratively with our neighboring state committees in PJM and SPP to further our priority on 
return on equity. By leading the way in developing comments to FERC on ROE incentives, the OMS was 
able to amplify its voice and coordinate with states outside of our footprint to make sure FERC understood 
our perspective. Later in the year, the OMS put forth a position statement on enhanced line ratings after 
discussions with transmission owners, industry experts, and MISO. Our work on line ratings has been 
extremely well received.  Successful implementation will be instrumental in unlocking benefits for the MISO 
region in the very near future.   

The OMS has also continued to work closely with MISO in the area of DER. Staff developed an updated set 
of joint priorities with MISO, which focused on preparing stakeholders for greater coordination between the 
distribution and transmission systems. Now that FERC has issued an order in this area, we will transition to 
providing leadership within the stakeholder process as MISO looks to comply with the order.     

And finally, in over 15 FERC filings to date, the OMS has weighed in on cost allocation, MISO stakeholder 
governance, return on equity, and state jurisdiction over net metering. Speaking of cost allocation, 
additional work is just getting underway as the OMS recently began to convene its Cost Allocation 
Principles Committee. Taking the lead on this crucial subject ensures OMS will be in the best position to 
make meaningful progress in this area.       

It is an exciting period of change in the industry and the work continues at a rapid pace. I know my 
colleagues on the OMS board and I are ready to meet the challenges and ensure that customers in the 
MISO region are well positioned to receive the full value of an efficient and reliable grid. It has been an 
honor and privilege to lead the OMS during this past year and I look forward to participating in its continued 
success.  

Sincerely, 

Matthew Schuerger 
Commissioner, Minnesota Public Utilities Commission 
President, The Organization of MISO States, Inc. 



JANUARY

The Conflict of Interest Subcommittee,

which began in November 2019,

concluded its work.  The Board approved  

the proposed recommendations. Chair

Maxwell from Mississippi joined the OMS

Board of Directors.  

FEBRUARY

OMS Leadership met with FERC regarding

the work being completed along the seams,

specifically with SPP. Farewell to

Commissioner Huebsch and welcome to

Chair Valcq of Wisconsin on the OMS Board

of Directors. Commissioner Scripps took on

the leadership role of OMS Secretary.

MARCH

The Board held a special meeting to further

discuss the MTEP21 Futures and provide

additional feedback. Members watched the

unfolding of the pandemic, which impacted

work-life and future travel for the remainder of

2020. MISO kicked off their first virtual MISO

BOD/AC week and the OMS had a productive

discussion with the IMM.  

APRIL

Chair Carrie Zalewski joined the OMS Board of

Directors as the IL representative. The OMS staff

and Markets & Tariffs Work Group started their

work on a Transmission Line Ratings position

statement as directed by the Board. The Seams

Liaison Committee continued to receive reports

from the Market Monitors.   

JULY

Transmission line ratings discussions continued

with experts, TOs, and OMS members. The DER

Joint Priorities with MISO were updated and

approved. The OMS representatives on the MISO

Advisory Committee continue to have a large

presence in discussions regarding new

membership in MISO. 

JUNE

A month of collaboration! OMS filed comments to

FERC regarding the ROE Incentives NOPR (RM20-10)

in conjunction with OPSI and the SPP-RSC as well as

the NERA Net-Metering Complaint with OPSI. The

board also approved LMR Accreditation Comments. 

MAY

OMS held it's first virtual Spring Seminar with

great discussion on various RAN topics. The

Board approved Comments on MEP Regional

Cost Allocation. The Transmission Incentives

NOPR was introduced to the board, who

recommended continued work from OMS staff

and the ROE Work Group.
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AUGUST

The Seams Liaison Committee neared a

transition to action with the completed

Market Monitor reports. The OMS Board

approved a position statement on Enhanced

Line Ratings, which received glowing

reviews from the IMM. The 2020 DER Survey

results were presented to the board. 

SEPTEMBER

The Board approved the Cost Allocation

Principles Committee to work in parallel

with MISO's Long Range Transmission

Planning. Energy Storage trainings galore!

Members had several training

opportunities, specifically with a focus on

energy storage.

OCTOBER

The Cost Allocation Principles Committee

meetings kicked off this month with a proposed

timeline and goals. The Seams Liaison Committee

discussed possible recommendations and next

steps in their process. The first ever virtual annual

meeting is now underway. Look out Minneapolis -

we'll see you in 2021! 

NOVEMBER

The OMS is teaming up with the Midwest

Governor's Association for the annual

Transmission Summit with a focus on

Optimizing Grid Technologies. The Fall Seminar

with MISO is also around the corner, set for

November 12th. 

DECEMBER

The OMS will round out the year with its final

2020 MISO Board of Directors/Advisory

Committee Week. Here's to 2021 with hopefully

more face-to-face interaction, fewer conference

calls, and continued collaboration!
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"It is an exciting period of change in the industry and the work continues at a 
rapid pace. I know my colleagues on the OMS board and I are ready to meet the 
challenges and ensure that customers in the MISO region are well positioned to 

receive the full value of an efficient and reliable grid."
-Matt Schuerger, OMS President


